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Date December 1864 
Illustrator JW North 
Source Text "The River", poem by Julia Goddard, from 
Once a Week 
Size 10 x 12.4 cms 
Illustration appears on p 15 
Notes Framed, set in text 
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Name of Illustration "St Martin's Church, Canterbury" 
Date June 1865 
Illustrator JW North 
Source Text "Then and Now", poem by HDW, from Once a 
Week` 
Size 10 x 12 cros 
Illustration appears on p 713 
Notes Framed, set in text 
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"Winter" by Thomas Guthrie, 
Magazine 
12.5 x 17 cms 
p 328 
Framed, full page 
from The Sunday 
4 
Date 1866 
Illustrator JW North 
Engraver Joseph [h Swain 
Source Text "The Island Church" from Good Words 
Illustration appears on fp 393 
Notes Arched frame, full page 
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Date 1866 
Illustrator JW North 
Engraver Joseph Swain 
Source Text "Luther's Gardener", to poem by Walter 
Thornbury, from Once a Week 
Illustration appears on p 99 










"The Lake", from Once a Week 
p 303 
Framed, full page 






Illustration appears on 
Notes 




"Foundered at Sea", poem (anon), from The 
Sunday Magazine 
18 x 12.5 cms 
fp 280 
Framed, full page 
Title of Illustration "The Weary Day is at its Zenith Still" 
Date May 1867 
Illustrator JW North 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text "Peace", poem by Fanny R Havergal, from The 
Sunday Magazine 
Size 17.5 x 12.5 cms 
Illustration appears on fp 560 
Notes Framed, full page 
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Framed, full page 
10 
The Sunday 
Date December 1867 
Illustrator JW North 
Source Text "The Wounded Daisy" poem by MB Smedley, 
from Good Cheer (Christmas number of Good 
Words) 
Size 4.3 x 16.4 cms 
Illustration appears on p 48 and p 49 
Notes Two illustrations, framed, half page facing text 
11 
Date 1860 
Illustrator JW North 
Engraver JW Whymper 
Source Text "Maude Greenville" London SPCK 
(Cambridge University Library Ref 
SPCK. 2.1860.1) previously unrecorded Illustration appears on p 38 Notes Unframed, full page (A5 approx) 
Date 1860 
Illustrator JW North 
Engraver JW Whymper 
Source Text "Little Ben the Shepherd: A Tale of Australian 
Life in the Present Day" SPCK London (CUL 
Ref SPCK. 2.1860.14) previously unrecorded 
Illustration appears on p 65 
Notes Unframed, full page (A5 approx) 
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Illustration appears on 
Notes 
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"Anne Askew" in English Sacred Poetry of the 
Olden Time Ed IB White, publ. The Religious 
Tract Society, London 
9.5 x9 cms 
p7 
Unframed, set in text 
3 
Title of Illustration "So lowest dales we left at highest rates" 
Date 1864 
Illustrator JW North 
Engraver Edward Whymper 
Source Text "Phineas Fletcher" in English Sacred Poetry of 
the Olden Time Ed IB White, publ. The 
Religious Tract Society, London 
Size 6.5 x9 cros 
Illustration appears on p 51 
Notes Unframed, set in text 
4 
17 
Title of Illustration "Bremerton Church" 
Date 1864 
Illustrator JW North 
Engraver Edward Whymper 
Source Text "George Herbert" in English Sacred Poetry of 
the Olden Time Ed IB White, publ. The 
Religious Tract Society, London 
Size 8x6.5 cms 
Illustration appears on p 75 












Title of Illustration "0 day most calm, most bright" 
Date 1864 
Illustrator JW North 
Engraver Edward Whymper 
Source Text "Sunday" in English Sacred Poetry of the 
Olden Time Ed IB White, publ. The Religious 
Tract Society, London 
Size 14 x 10 cros 
Illustration appears on p 86 








Title of Illustration "What pleasant groves, what goodly fields! 
How fruitful dales and fields have we! " 
Date 1864 
Illustrator JW North 
Engraver Edward Whymper 
Source Text "George White" in English Sacred Poetry of the 
Olden Time Ed IB White, publ. The Religious 
Tract Society, London 
Size 7x8.5 cros 
Illustration appears on p 108 
Notes Unframed, set in text 
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"John Flavel" in English Sacred Poetry of the 
Olden Time Ed d. IB White, publ. The Religious 
Tract Society, London 
7x9cros 
p 160 
Unframed, set in text. Reprinted in Our Life 
Illustrated by Pen and Pencil, (RTS), 1865, p 83 
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Title of Illustration "The Green House, Elstow" 
Date 1864 
Illustrator JW North 
Engraver Edward Whymper 
Source Text "John Bunyan" in English Sacred Poetry of the 
Olden Time Ed d. IB White, publ. The Religious 
Tract Society, London 
Size 6x9 cros 
Illustration appears on p 164 
Notes Unframed, set in text 
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Title of Illustration "Longleat House" 
Date 1864 
Illustrator JW North 
Engraver Edward Whymper 
Source Text "Thomas Ken" in English Sacred Poetry of the 
Olden Time Ed d. IB White, publ. The Religious 
Tract Society, London 
Size 6x9 cros 
Illustration appears on p 181 
Notes Unframed, set in text 
10 
Title of Illustration "He bringeth the wind out of his treasuries" 
Date 1864 
Illustrator JW North 
Engraver Butterworth and Heath 
Source Text "March" in The Months illustrated by Pen and 
Pencil Ed S Manning, publ. The Religious Tract 
Society, London 
Size 15.5 x 10 cms 
Illustration appears on p46 
Notes Framed, full page 
11 
A 
Title of Illustration "Lo9, the winter is past, the rain is over and 
gone" 
Date 1864 
Illustrator JW North 
Engraver Butterworth and Heath 
Source Text "May" in The Months illustrated by Pen and 
Pencil Ed S Manning, publ. The Religious Tract 
Society, London 
Size 14 x 10 cros 
Illustration appears on p 82 
Notes Framed, full page 
12 
Title of Illustration "They reap everyone his corn in the field" 
Date 1864 
Illustrator JW North (probable, illustration is unsigned) 
Engraver Butterworth and Heath 
Source Text "August" in The Months illustrated by Pen and 
Pencil Ed S Manning, publ. The Religious Tract 
Society, London 
Size 14.5 x 10 cms 
Illustration appears on p 134 
Notes Framed, full page 
13 
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Title of Illustration "And now, with treble soft, the redbreast 
whistles from a garden croft" 
Date 1864 
Illustrator JW North 
Engraver Butterworth and Heath 
Source Text "October" in The Months illustrated by Pen and 
Pencil Ed S Manning, publ. The Religious Tract 
Society, London 
Size 14 x 10 cros 
Illustration appears on p 166 










Title of Illustration "Red o'er the forest peers the setting sun" 
Date 1864 
Illustrator JW North 
Engraver Butterworth and Heath 
Source Text "November" in The months illustrated by pen 
and pencil Ed S Manning, publ. The Religious 
Tract Society, London 
Size 6x9 cros 
Illustration appears on p 
Notes Framed, full page 
15 
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Title of Illustration "In an attic" 
Date 1864 
Illustrator JW North 
Engraver Cassell, Petter and Galpin 
Source Text from poem by Elizabeth Akers "In an attic" , , The Illustrated Book of Sacred Poems Ed 
Robert H Baynes, publ. Cassell, Petter, Galpin 
& Co, London 
Size 13 x 12.5 cms 
Illustration appears on p 73 
Notes Framed, set in text 
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Illustration Title "The Home Pond" 
Date 1865 
Illustrator JW North 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text A poem by Jennet 
Size 
Illustration appears on 
Notes 




Full page, framed 
17 








Illustration Title "The Old Shepherd" 
Date 1865 
Illustrator JW North 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text A poem by Frederick Locker, from A Round of 
Size 
Days 
cms Illustration appears on p 69 Notes Half page set in text, framed 
18 
Date 1866 
Illustrator JW North 
Engraver Roberts Brothers 
Source Text Songs of Seven by Jean Ingelow, publ. Roberts 
Brothers, Boston 
Size 13 x 10cros 
Illustration appears on p3 












Songs of Seven by Jean 
Brothers, Boston 
13 x 10 cms 
p7 
Full page, framed 
Ingelow, publ. Roberts 
20 
Date 1866 
Illustrator JW North 
Engraver Roberts Brothers 
Source Text Songs of Seven by Jean Ingelow, publ. Roberts 
Brothers, Boston 
Size 13 x 10cros 
Illustration appears on p 11 
















Full page, framed 
Ingelow, publ. Roberts 
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Date 1866 
Illustrator JW North 
Engraver Roberts Brothers 
Source Text Songs of Seven by Jean Ingelow, publ. Roberts 
Brothers, Boston 
Size 13 x 10 cros 
Illustration appears on p 18 
Notes Full page, framed 
23 
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1866 Illustrator JW North Engraver Roberts Brothers Source Text Songs of Seven by Jean Ingelow, 




Illustrator JW North 
Engraver Roberts Brothers 
Source Text Songs of Seven by Jean Ingelow, publ. Roberts 
Brothers, Boston 
Size 13 x 10 cros 
Illustration appears on p 27 
Notes Full page, framed 
25 
Date 1866 
Illustrator JW North Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text "Harp, awake! Tell out the story" by Henry 
Downton, in The Spirit of Praise, a Collection of 
Size Hymns, publ. FW Warne and Co, London 
Illustration a 
13 x 10 cros 
ppears on p 155 Notes Framed, set in text 
26 
Title of Illustration "Your fathers, where are they? " 
Date 1866 
Illustrator JW North 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text "Now let our mourning hearts revive" 
in The Spirit of Praise, a Collection of Hymns, 
publ. FW Warne and Co, London 
Size 13 x 10 cros 
Illustration appears on p 161 
Notes Framed, set in text 
27 
Date 1866 
Illustrator JW North 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text "Glorious things of thee are spoken, Zion, city 
of our God" in The Spirit of Praise, a Collection 
of Hymns, publ. FW Warne and Co, London Size 12.5 x 10 cms Illustration appears on p 235 Notes Framed, set in text 
28 
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Illustration Title "A Brave Old House" 
Date 1867 
Illustrator JW North 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text "Honours", from Poems by Jean Ingelow, 
published Longmans, Green, Reader & Dyer, 
London 
Size 12.5 x 10 cms 
Illustration appears on p 11 
Notes Framed, set in text 
29 











Illustrator JW North 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text "Requiescat in Pace", from Poems by Jean 
Ingelow, published Longmans, Green, Reader 
& Dyer, London 
Size 13 x 10 cros 
Illustration appears on 39 
Notes Framed, set in text 
30 
Date 1867 
Illustrator JW North 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text "Requiescat in Pace", from Poems by Jean 
Ingelow, published Longmans, Green, Reader 
& Dyer, London 
Size 12.3 x 10 cms 
Illustration appears on p 41 
Notes Framed, set in text 
31 
Date 1867 
Illustrator JW North 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text "The Star's Monuments", from Poems by Jean 
Ingelow, published Longmans, Green, Reader 
& Dyer, London 
Size 12.5 x 9.8 cms 
Illustration appears on p 81 
Notes Framed, set in text 
32 
Date 1867 
Illustrator JW North 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text "The Star's Monuments", from Poems by Jean 
Ingelow, published Longmans, Green, Reader 
& Dyer, London 
Size 11 x 9.7 cms 
Illustration appears on p 110 
Notes Framed, set in text 
33 
Date 1867 
Illustrator JW North 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text "The Letter L", from Poems by Jean Ingelow, 
published Longmans, Green, Reader & Dyer, 
London 
Size 12 x 10 cros 
Illustration appears on p 125 
Notes Framed, set in text 
34 
Date 1867 
Illustrator JW North 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text "The Letter L", from Poems by Jean Ingelow, 
published Longmans, Green, Reader & Dyer, 
London 
Size 12.5 x 9.5 cms 
Illustration appears on p 145 
Notes Framed, set in text 
35 
Date 1867 
Illustrator JW North 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text "The Letter L", from Poems by Jean Ingelow, 
published Longmans, Green, Reader & Dyer, 
London 
Size 13 x 10 cros 
Illustration appears on p 147 
Notes Framed, set in text 
36 
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Date 1867 
Illustrator JW North 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text "Brothers, and a Sermon", from Poems by 
Jean Ingelow, published Longmans, Green, 
Reader & Dyer, London 
Size 12.5 x 10 cms 
Illustration appears on p 217 
Notes Framed, set in text 
37 
Date 1867 
Illustrator JW North 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text "Brothers, and a Sermon", from Poems by 
Jean Ingelow, published Longmans, Green, 
Reader & Dyer, London 
Size 4.5 x 10 cms 
Illustration appears on p 219 
Notes Framed, set in text 
38 
Date 1867 
Illustrator JW North 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text "Brothers, and a Sermon", from Poems by 
Jean Ingelow, published Longmans, Green, 
Reader & Dyer, London 
Size 12.5 x 9.5 cms 
Illustration appears on p 229 
Notes Framed, set in text 
39 
Date 1867 
Illustrator JW North 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text "Brothers, and a Sermon", from Poems by 
Jean Ingelow, published Longmans, Green, 
Reader & Dyer, London 
Size 12.5 x 10 cms 
Illustration appears on p 231 
Notes Framed, set in text 
40 
Date 1867 
Illustrator JW North 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text "Brothers, and a Sermon", from Poems by 
Jean Ingelow, published Longmans, Green, 
Reader & Dyer, London 
Size 5x 10 cros 
Illustration appears on p 249 
Notes Framed, set in text 
41 
Date 1867 
Illustrator JW North 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text "The Four Bridges", from Poems by Jean 
Ingelow, published Longmans, Green, Reader 
& Dyer, London 
Size 13 x 10 cros 
Illustration appears on p 253 
Notes Framed, set in text 
42 
Date 1867 
Illustrator JW North 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text "The Four Bridges", from Poems by Jean 
Ingelow, published Longmans, Green, Reader 
& Dyer, London 
Size 10.5 x 10 cms 
Illustration appears on p 255 
Notes Framed, set in text 
43 
Date 1867 
Illustrator JW North 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text "The Four Bridges", from Poems by Jean 
Ingelow, published Longmans, Green, Reader 
& Dyer, London 
Size 13 x 10 cros Illustration appears on p 257 
Notes Framed, set in text 
44 
Date 1867 
Illustrator JW North 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text "The Four Bridges", from Poems by Jean 
Ingelow, published Longmans, Green, Reader 
& Dyer, London 
Size 7.7 x 10 cms 
Illustration appears on p 259 
Notes Framed, set in text 
45 
Date 1867 
Illustrator JW North 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text "The Four Bridges", from Poems by Jean 
Ingelow, published Longmans, Green, Reader 
& Dyer, London 
Size 13 x 10 cros 
Illustration appears on p 261 
Notes Framed, set in text 
46 
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Illustrator JW North 
Engraver Daiziel 
Source Text "The Four Bridges", from Poems by Jean 
Ingelow, published Longmans, Green, Reader 
& Dyer, London 
Size 11 x 10 cros 
Illustration appears on 265 
Notes Framed, set in text 
47 
Date 1867 
Illustrator JW North 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text "The Four Bridges", from Poems by Jean 
Ingelow, published Longmans, Green, Reader 
& Dyer, London 
Size 4.5 x 10 cms 
Illustration appears on p 267 
Notes Framed, set in text 
48 
Date 1867 
Illustrator JW North 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text "The Four Bridges", from Poems by Jean 
Ingelow, published Longmans, Green, Reader 
& Dyer, London 
Size 12.6 x 10 cros 
Illustration appears on p 275 
Notes Framed, set in text 
49 
Date 1867 
Illustrator JW North 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text "The Four Bridges", from Poems by Jean 
Ingelow, published Longmans, Green, Reader 
& Dyer, London 
Size 12.4 x 10 cms Illustration appears on p 280 
Notes Framed, set in text 
50 
Date 1867 
Illustrator JW North 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text "The Four Bridges", from Poems by Jean 
Ingelow, published Longmans, Green, Reader 
& Dyer, London 
Size 5.3 x 10 cms 
Illustration appears on p 281 












"The Four Bridges" 
Ingelow, published 
& Dyer, London 
11.5 x 10 cms 
p 287 
Framed, set in text 
, from Poems by Jean Longmans, Green, Reader 
52 
Title of Illustration "Beachy Head" 
Date 1871 
Illustrator JW North 
Engraver Whymper 
Source Text "Scrambles amongst the Alps", Edward 
Whymper, pub John Murray, London 1900 
Size 7.5 cms 
Illustration appears on p1 
Notes Framed, set in text 
53 
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Date 1867 
Illustrator JW North 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text "The Visions of a City Tree" from Wayside 
Posies; Original Poems of the Country Life Ed Robert Buchanan, publ. George Routledge & 
Illustration appears on 
Sons, London 
p 






Illustrator JW North 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text "Afloat on the stream" from Wayside Posies; 
Original Poems of the Country Life Ed Robert 
Buchanan, publ. George Routledge & Sons, 
London 
Illustration appears on p 
Notes Framed, set in text 
55 
Date 1867 
Illustrator JW North 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text "Hope" from Wayside Posies; Original Poems 






Illustrator JW North 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text "On the shore" from Wayside Posies; Original 
Poems of the Country Life Ed Robert 
Buchanan, publ. George Routledge & Sons, 
London 
Illustration appears on p7 
Size 17 x 12.5 cms 





Illustrator JW North 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text "The Swallows" from Wayside Posies; Original Poems of the Country Life Ed Robert 
Buchanan, publ. George Routledge & Sons, 
London 
Illustration appears on p7 Size 7x 12.5 cms Notes Framed, set in text 
58 
Date 1867 
Illustrator JW North 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text "At the grindstone" from Wayside Posies; 
Original Poems of the Country Life Ed Robert 
Buchanan, publ. George Routledge & Sons, 
London 
Illustration appears on p7 
Size 16.5 x 12 cms 













Illustrator JW North 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text "Spring" from Wayside Posies; Original Poems 
of the Country Life Ed Robert Buchanan, publ. 
George Routledge & Sons, London 
Illustration appears on p 
Size 14.5 x 11 cms 
Notes Framed, full page 
60 
Date 1867 
Illustrator JW North 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text "In Five Acts; the Proposal" from Wayside 
Posies; Original Poems of the Country Life Ed 
Robert Buchanan, publ. George Routledge & 
Sons, London 
Illustration appears on p 
Size 7x 13 cros 





Illustrator JW North 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text "The Heath" from Wayside Posies; Original 
Poems of the Country Life Ed Robert 
Buchanan, publ. George Routledge & Sons, 
London 
Illustration appears on p 










Illustrator JW North 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text "Reaping" from Wayside Posies; Original 
Poems of the Country Life Ed Robert 
Buchanan, publ. George Routledge & Sons, 
London 
Illustration appears on p 
Size 12 x 12.5 cms 
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Date 1867 
Illustrator JW North 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text "Glen Oona" from Wayside Posies; Original 
Poems of the Country Life Ed Robert 
Buchanan, publ. George Routledge & Sons, 
London 
Illustration appears on p 
Size 16.3 x 12.7 cms 
Notes Framed, full page 
64 
Date 1867 
Illustrator JW North 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text "A Vesper Hymn" from Wayside Posies; 
Original Poems of the Country Life Ed Robert 
Buchanan, publ. George Routledge & Sons, 
London 
Illustration appears on p 
Size 9.3 x 13 cms 
Notes Framed, set in text 
65 
Date 1867 
Illustrator JW North 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text "Autumnal Song" from Wayside Posies; 
Original Poems of the Country Life Ed Robert 
Buchanan, publ. George Routledge & Sons, 
London 
Illustration appears on p 
Notes Framed, set in text 
66 
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Date 1867 
Illustrator JW North 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text "Stainley Ferry" from Wayside Posies; Original 
Poems of the Country Life Ed Robert 
Buchanan, publ. George Routledge & Sons, 
London 
Illustration appears on p 
Size 7x 12.3 cms 
Notes Framed, set in text 
67 




Illustrator JW North 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text "Stainley Ferry" from Wayside Posies; Original 
Poems of the Country Life Ed Robert 
Buchanan, publ. George Routledge & Sons, 
London 
Illustration appears on p 
Size 8.8 x 12.5 cms Notes Framed, set in text 
68 
Date 1867 
Illustrator JW North 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text "The Nutting" from Wayside Posies; Original 
Poems of the Country Life Ed Robert 
Buchanan, publ. George Routledge & Sons, 
London 
Illustration appears on p 
Size 11 x 12.5 cros 
Notes Framed, set in text 
69 
Date 1867 
Illustrator JW North 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text "A Vagrant's Song" from Wayside Posies; 
Original Poems of the Country Life Ed Robert 
Buchanan, publ. George Routledge & Sons, 
London 
Illustration appears on p 
Size 17 x 13 cros Notes Framed, full page 
70 
Date 1867 
Illustrator JW North 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text "Peace" from Wayside Posies; Original Poems 
of the Country Life Ed Robert Buchanan, publ. 
George Routledge & Sons, London 
Illustration appears on p 
Size 17 x 13 cros 
Notes Framed, full page 
71 
Date 1869 
Illustrator JW North 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text "Like a fair lady at her casement shines" Illustration appears on f. p. 94 



















15.8 x 11.5 cms 










Illustration appears on 
Notes 




15 x 11 cms 





























Illustration appears on 
Notes 





Once a Week 
p 392 
Unframed 
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Illustration appears on 
Notes 




15 x 11 


























Once a Week 
p 645 
Framed 








Illustration appears on 
Notes 















Illustration appears on 
Notes 















Illustration appears on 
Notes 



















Illustration appears on 
Notes 




14.5 x 11 cms 










Illustration appears on 
Notes 















Illustration appears on 
Notes 
"Waiting for the tide" 
1863 
GJ Pinwell 
Engraver not known 
16 x 11 
















15 x 11 cms 
















15 x 11 cms 


































15.5 x 11.5 cms 
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Illustration appears on 
Notes 




16 x 11.5 cms 










Illustration appears on 





Once a Week 
p 113 
91 

































15 x 11.5 








Illustration Title "Proserpine" 
Date 1864 
Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Engraver Joseph Swain 
Size 14.5 x 11 cms 
Source Text Once a Week 









Illustration appears on 
Notes 




15.5 x 11 cms 

































16 x 11 cms 










Illustration appears on 
Notes 
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Illustration appears on 




11 x 13 cros 




Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text "Notes on the Fire" by WH Lyttleton, from Good Words 
1868 
Size 9.5 x 6.5 cms 




Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text "Notes on the Fire" by WH Lyttelton, from 
1868 
Size 10 x 13 cros 




Illustration Title "So she took to making skewers for the butchers" 
Date 1868 
Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text "Much work for Little Pay" by William Gilbert, from 
Words 1868 
Size 13 x 11 cros 




Illustration Title "In a Paris pawnshop" 
Date 1868 
Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text "Pawnbroking in Paris" from Good Words 1868 
Size 11.5 x 18 cros 
Illustration appears on p 233 
Notes Full page, framed 
105 
Illustration Title "Mrs Dubosq's Daughter" 
Date 1868 
Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text "Mrs Dubosq's Daughter" from 
Size 16 x 11 cros 
Illustration appears on p 317 
Notes Full page, framed 
Good Words 1868 
106 
Illustration Title "The whole district seemed to be there at the grave of their dear one" 
Date 1868 
Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text "Una and the Lion" by Florence Nightingale, from Good Words 1868 
Size 18 x 13 cros 
Illustration appears on p 361 
Notes Full page, framed 
107 
Illustration Title "Pater Andreas telling his story" 
Date 1868 
Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text "Lovely, yet unloved" from Good Words 1868 
Size 14 x 10 cros 
Illustration appears on p 376 
Notes Framed 
108 
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Illustration Title "Lovely, yet unloved" 
Date 1868 
Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text "Lovely, yet unloved" from Good Words 1868 Size 16 x 11 cros 
Illustration appears on p 377 
























"Hop-gathering" by Sadie, from Good Words 1868 
16.5 x 11 cms 
p 425 
Full page, framed 
110 
Illustration Title "The Quakers in Norway" 
Date 1868 
Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text "The Quakers in Norway" by J 
1868 
Size 13.5 x 10 cros 
Illustration appears on p 504 
Notes Framed 












Illustration appears on 
Notes 

















Illustration appears on 
Notes 
"Here Waldron fairly gave way, and wept like a child" 1868 
GJ Pinwell 
Daiziel 
"Mrs Dubosq's Daughter" from Good Words 1868 




Illustration Title "Mrs Dubosq's Daughter" 
Date 1868 
Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text "Mrs Dubosq's Daughter" from Good Words 1868 
Size 11 x 18 cros 
Illustration appears on p 691 
Notes Framed, full page 
114 
Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Engraver Joseph Swain 
Source Text "Achilles" by G Cotterell from Once a Week 
Size 16 x 11 cros 
Illustration appears on p 239 
Notes Framed 
115 
r -r. ý s .ý 
Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Date 7 January 1865 
Engraver Joseph Swain 
Source Text "Followers not allowed" from Once a Week 
Size 16 x 11 cros 
Illustration appears on 71 
Notes Framed 
116 
Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Date 21 January 1865 
Engraver Joseph Swain 
Source Text "Iliad" from Once a Week 
Size 16 x 11 cros 
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Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Date 20 April 1865 
Engraver Joseph Swain 
Source Text "Dido" from Once a Week 
Size 16 x 11 cros 





Title of Illustration "Haply some Rajah first in the ages gone Amid his 
languid ladies fingered thee" 
Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Date 1 March 1870 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text "An ancient chess king dug from some ruins" from 
"Three Sonnets" by Jean Ingelow, from Good Words 
Size 11 x 16 cros 
Illustration appears on Fp 212 
Notes Framed, full page 
119 
Title of Illustration "Faultless and fair, all in the moony light" 
Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Date 1 April 1870 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text "The Two Margarets" by Jean Ingelow, from Good 
Words 
Size 




Framed, full page 
120 
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Title of Illustration "And she lay stiff by the locked mill-wheel, And the old 
stars lived in their homes on high" Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Date 1 May 1870 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text "Songs with Refrains" by Jean Ingelow, from Good 
Words 
Size 11 x 16 cros 
Illustration appears on 321 
Notes Framed, full page 
121 
.. - rf - 
Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Date 1871 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text "The Sick and the Wounded" by Jean Ingelow, from 
Good Words 
Size 11 x 16 cros 
Illustration appears on 40 
Notes Framed, full page 
122 
Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Date 1871 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text "The Devil's Boots" by William Gilbert, from Good Words 
Size 11 x 16 cros 
Illustration appears on 217 















Framed, full page 
124 
by William Gilbert, from Good Words 
Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Date 1871 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text ""Shall we ever meet again? " by Edward Capern, from 
Good Words 
Size 15 x 12.5 cms 
Illustration appears on p 817 
Notes Framed, full page 
125 
Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Date 1869 
Engraver Cassell, Petter and Galpin 
Source Text "The Magic Light" Anon, from Pleasant Hours 
Size 16 x 12 cros 
Illustration appears on p 109 
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The Churchman's Family Magazine 
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Date 1865 
Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text "At the threshold" by Robert Buchanan, from A 
Round of Days 
Size 17 x 13 cros 
Illustration appears on p7 












"A Milking Song" 
Round of Days 
9x 11 cms 
p 32 
Framed 











"A Milking Song" 
A Round of Days 
8x6cros 
p 33 




Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text "The Old Couple and the Old Clock" by Tom 
Taylor, from A Round of Days Size 16.5 x 12.5 cms 
Illustration appears on p 86 
Notes Framed, full page 












"Kyrie Eleison", by The 
















"Kyrie Eleison" by The Hon 
Round of Days 
lox 11 cms 
p 92 
Framed 
Mrs Norton, from A 
133 
Date 1867 
Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text "The Shadow", from Wayside Posies 
Size 17 x 13 cros 
Illustration appears on Reproduced in Picture Posies 1874 p 35 Notes Framed, full page 
134 
Date 1867 
Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text "The Goose" from Wayside Posies 
Size 7x 12 cros 




Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text "The Goose" from Wayside Posies 
Size 11.5 x 12 cms 
Illustration appears on Reproduced in Picture Posies 1874 p 81 Notes Framed 
136 
Date 1867 
Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text "Which would you kiss? " from Wayside Posies 
Size 10 x 13 cros 
Illustration appears on Reproduced in Picture Posies 1874 p 97 Notes Framed 
137 
Date 1867 
Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text "King Pippin" from Wayside Posies 
Size 9x 12.5 cms 









Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text "Summer Storm" from Wayside Posies 
Size 17 x 12.5 cms 




Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text "Winter Song" from Wayside Posies 
Size 13 x 13 cros 





Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text "Sailor's Love" from Wayside Posies 
Size 13 x 13 cros 
Illustration appears on Reproduced in Picture Posies 1874 p 174 Notes Framed 
141 
Date 1867 
Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text "Kitty Morris" from Wayside Posies 
Size 9x 12 cros 




Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text "The Old Cart" from Wayside Posies Size 12 x 12.5 cms 








Illustration appears on 
Notes 





Dalziels' Illustrated Goldsmith 
18 x 13 cms 
Frontispiece 











Illustration appears on 
Notes 









Illustration Title "Goldsmith wandering among the streets of 
the great, cold, wicked city" 
Date 1865 
Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text Dalziels' Illustrated Goldsmith 
Size 17.5 x 12.5 cms 




Illustration Title "The Strolling Player" 
Date 1865 
Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text Dalziels' Illustrated Goldsmith 
Size 10x12.5cros 









Illustration appears on 
Notes 




Dalziels' Illustrated Goldsmith 
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Illustration Title "Jack Spinale rejected by Miss Dismal" 
Date 1865 
Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text Dalziels' Illustrated Goldsmith 
Size 10 x 12.5 cms 









Illustration appears on 
Notes 
































Illustration appears on 
Notes 




The Vicar of Wakefield, 
Illustrated Goldsmith 











Illustration appears on 
Notes 
"And having got it covered fair, with an elegant 




The Vicar of Wakefield, 
Illustrated Goldsmith 











Illustration appears on 
Notes 
"And take this book too, it will be your comfort 


















Illustration appears on 
Notes 
"My wife and daughters joining in entreaty, he 
















Illustration appears on 
Notes 
"Sometimes Farmer Flamborough, our 
talkative neighbour, and often the blind piper, 











Illustration Title "Mr. Thornhill was highly delighted with their 
performance and choice, and then took the 
guitar himself" 
Date 1865 
Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text The Vicar of Wakefield, from Dalziels' 
Illustrated Goldsmith 
Size 13 x 9.5 cms 
Illustration appears on p 21 
Notes Unframed 
157 
Illustration Title "I could not avoid, however, observing the 
assiduity of Mr. Burchell in aiding my daughter 
Sophia in her part of the talk" 
Date 1865 
Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text The Vicar of Wakefield, from Dalziels' 
Illustrated Goldsmith 
Size 17 x 13 cros 









Illustration appears on 
Notes 
"And when he bought each of the girls a set of 




The Vicar of Wakefield, 
Illustrated Goldsmith 





Illustration Title "Two young ladies richly dressed, whom he 
introduced as women of very great distinction 
and fashion from town" 
Date 1865 
Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text The Vicar of Wakefield, from Dalziels' 
Illustrated Goldsmith 
Size 17.5 x 13 cms 
Illustration appears on p 33 
Notes Framed 
160 
Illustration Title "The tawny sybil no sooner appeared than my 
girls came running to me for a shilling a-piece 
to cross her hand with silver" 
Date 1865 
Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text The Vicar of Wakefield, from Dalziels' 
Illustrated Goldsmith 
Size 13 x 10 cros 









Illustration appears on 
Notes 
"But a thing of this kind, Madam .... " 1865 
GJ Pinwell 
Dalziel 







Illustration Title "We had at last the satisfaction of seeing him 
mounted upon the colt, with a deal box before 
him to bring home groceries in" 
Date 1865 
Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text The Vicar of Wakefield, from Dalziels' 
Illustrated Goldsmith 
Size 10 x 13 cros 









Illustration appears on 
Notes 




The Vicar of Wakefield, 
Illustrated Goldsmith 





Illustration Title "No, cries the dwarf, who by this time was 
grown wiser" 
Date 1865 
Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text The Vicar of Wakefield, from Dalziels' 
Illustrated Goldsmith 
Size 13 x 10 cros 
Illustration appears on p 53 
Notes Framed 
165 
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Illustration Title "But, sir, I ask pardon, I am straying from the 
question" 
Date 1865 
Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text The Vicar of Wakefield, from Dalziels' 
Illustrated Goldsmith 
Size 17 x 13 cros 









Illustration appears on 
Notes 
"So saying, I threw him to his pocket-book, 

















Illustration appears on 
Notes 





is opposed by still 
ne vicar of Wakefield, from Dalziels' 
Illustrated Goldsmith 




Illustration Title "Madam, I highly approve the justice, as well 
as the novelty, of your remarks" 
Date 1865 
Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text The Vicar of Wakefield, from Dalziels' 
Illustrated Goldsmith 
Size 13 x 10 cros 
Illustration appears on p 69 
Notes Framed 
169 
Illustration Title "After any of those interviews between her 
lovers, of which there were several, she usually 
retired to solitude, and there indulged her 
grief" 
Date 1865 
Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text The Vicar of Wakefield, from Dalziels' 
Illustrated Goldsmith 
Size 13 x 10 cros Illustration appears on 73 
Notes Framed 
170 
Illustration Title "But she is gone: the honour of our family is 
contaminated, and I must look out for 
happiness in other worlds than here" 
Date 1865 
Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text The Vicar of Wakefield, from Dalziels' 
Illustrated Goldsmith 
Size 17 x 13 cros 
Illustration appears on p 77 
Notes Framed 
171 
Illustration Title "The description of a person discontented with 
the present government, and apprehensive of 
the loss of our liberties" 
Date 1865 
Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text The Vicar of Wakefield, from Dalziels' 
Illustrated Goldsmith 
Size 17 x 13 cros 




Illustration Title "He was going to begin, when, turning his eyes 
upon the audience, he perceived Miss Wilmot 
and me, and stood at once speechless and 
immoveable" 
Date 1865 
Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text The Vicar of Wakefield, from Dalziels' 
Illustrated Goldsmith 
Size 13 x 10 cros 
Illustration appears on p 85 
Notes Framed 
173 
Illustration Title "As I was one day sitting on a bench in St 
James's Park, a young man of distinction 
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Illustration Title "And without taking further notice he went out 
of the room" 
Date 1865 
Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text The Vicar of Wakefield, from Dalziels' 
Illustrated Goldsmith 
Size 10 x 13 cros 
Illustration appears on p 93 
Notes Framed 
175 
Illustration Title "Whenever I approached a peasant's house 



























Illustration appears on 
Notes 
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Illustration appears on 
Notes 












Illustration Title "My dear papa, you labour under a strange 
mistake" 
Date 1865 
Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text The Vicar of Wakefield, from Dalziels' 
Illustrated Goldsmith 
Size 12.5 x 10 cms 
Illustration appears on p 109 
Notes Unframed 
. 1ý Y. 
As, 
179 
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Illustration Title "Ah, madam, this is but a poor place you are 
come to after so much finery" 
Date 1865 
Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text The Vicar of Wakefield, from Dalziels' 
Illustrated Goldsmith 
Size 18 x 13 cros 
Illustration appears on p 113 
Notes Framed 
180 
Illustration Title "Go, thou art a wretch; a poor, pitiful wretch, 
and every way a liar" 
Date 1865 
Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text The Vicar of Wakefield, from Dalziels' 
Illustrated Goldsmith 
Size 12.5 x 10 cms 
Illustration appears on p 117 
Notes Unframed 
181 
Illustration Title "I then turned to my wife and children, and 
directed them to get together what few things 
were left" 
Date 1865 




Illustration appears on 
Notes 
Dalziel 
The Vicar of Wakefield, 
Illustrated Goldsmith 
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Illustration Title "The execrations, lewdness, and brutality that 
invaded me on every side, drove me back to 
my apartment again" 
Date 1865 
Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text The Vicar of Wakefield, from Dalziels' 
Illustrated Goldsmith 
Size 12.5 x 10 cros 
Illustration appears on p 125 
Notes Unframed 
183 
Illustration Title "Alas! Doctor, these children are too 
handsome and too good for such a place as 
this" 
Date 1865 
Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text The Vicar of Wakefield, from Dalziels' 
Illustrated Goldsmith 
Size 17.5 x 13 cms 
Illustration appears on p 129 
Notes Framed 
184 
Illustration Title "Olivia and Sophia leaving the prison" Date 1865 
Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text The Vicar of Wakefield, from Dalziels' 
Illustrated Goldsmith 
Size 13 x 10 cros 









Illustration appears on 
Notes 
"My children however, sat by me and, while 


















Illustration appears on 
Notes 





Not to leave me one! The 














































"They looked like Time and his wife" I GJ Pinwell 
Daiziel 
"City Churchyards" from 
by Charles Dickens 
13x9cros 
Framed 
The Uncommercial Traveller 
190 
Illustration Title " `Say it again' " cried little Jim" 
Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text From "The Ballad Maker" by Robert Buchanan 
Size 13 x 10 cros 

















Framed, full page 
192 
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Illustration Title "Margaret" 
Date 1865 
Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Engraver Cassell, 
Petter & Galpin 
Source Text The Quiver 
Size 15 x 12 cros 
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Illustration Title "Frederica" 
Date 1865 
Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Engraver Joseph 
Swain 
Source Text The Quiver 
Size 15 x 12 cros 
Illustration appears on: p 561 
Notes Framed 
194 













Illustration appears on: 
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Illustration appears on 
196 
Illustration Title "And then MacDiarmid Explained" 
Date 1864 
Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Engraver Joseph Swain 
Source Text `The Unkind Word' in Good Words 
Size 15.8 x 11.4 cros 
Illustration appears on Page 507 























Illustration title "Friends! " exclaimed Mally, "Who'd have the likes 
of you for a friend? " 
Date 1864 
Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Engraver Joseph Swain 
Source Text 'Malachi's Cove', by Anthony Trollope, from Good 
Words 
Size 11.4 x 15.8 cms 
Illustration appears on p 931 
















No engraver's signature 
`Thoughts for those who mourn' from 
12.6 x 17 cms 
p 960 
Framed facing page illustration 
Good Words 
200 
Illustration "Guild Court" 
Date 1867 
Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text `Guild Court, A London Story' by George 
MacDonald, from Good Words London: Strachan 
and Co, ed Norman Macleod, D Dalziel, 
illustrations by GJ Pinwell, AB Houghtopn, W 
Small. J Wolf, JB Zwecke, and others 
('Good words are worth much and cost little'- 
Herbert) 
Size 11.4 x 16.8 cms 
Illustration appears on p 794 
Notes Framed full page illustration I/s 
201 
Illustration Title `Martin Ware's Temptation' 
Date 1863 
Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text From Good Works By the author of `East Lynne' Size 18.2 x 11.6 cms 
Illustration appears on Facing page 572 
Notes Framed full page illustration 
202 
Illustration Title "The Cottage in the Highlands" 
Date 1864 
Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Engraver Joseph Swain 
Source Text `The Unkind Word' by author of 'John Halifax, 
Gentleman'. From Good Words 
Size 




Framed full page illustration 
203 
Illustration Title "The Cabin Boy" poem by William Freeland, 2 
verses 
Date 1 June 1867 
Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text Good Words 
Size 11.5 x 16.8 cros 
Illustration appears on Facing page 392 
Notes Edged facing page illustration I/s 
204 
Illustration Title `A Bird in the Hand is worth Two in the Bush'; 
poem by MB Smedley 
Date 1867 
Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text Good Words 
Size 16.8 x 11.5 cms 








Illustration appears on 
Notes 





11.5 x 16.8 cms 
Facing page 6 
Edge facing page illustration 
206 
Illustration Title 3'Guild Court' G Macdonald 
Date 1867 
Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text Good Words 
Size 11.4 x 16.8 cros 
Illustration appears on Facing page 146 








Illustration appears on 
Notes 






Facing page 78 








Illustration appears on 
Notes 






Facing page 219 
Edged full page illustration I/s 
209 
Illustration Title 5'Guild Court' 
Date 1867 
Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text Good Words 
Size 11.4 x 16.7 cros 
Illustration appears on Facing page 292 
Notes Edged facing page illustration I/s 
210 
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Illustration Title 6'Guild Court' 
Date 1867 
Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text Good Words 
Size 11.4 x 17 cros 
Illustration appears on Facing page 367 




Illustration Title 8'Guild Court' 
Date 1867 
Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text Good Words 
Size 11.4 x 16.8 cros 
Illustration appears on Facing page 505 
Notes Edged facing page illustration I/s. Item 7 facing 
page 438 is missing in Senate House binding 
212 
Illustration Title 9 `Guild Court' 
Date 1867 
Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text Good Words 
Size 11.5 x 16.8 cms 
Illustration appears on Facing page 577 
Notes Edged facing page illustration I/s 
213 
Illustration Title 10 `Guild Court' 
Date 1867 
Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text Good Words 
Size 11.5 x 16.8 cros 
Illustration appears on Facing page 654 
Notes Edged facing page illustration I/s 
214 
Illustration Title 10 `Guild Court' 
Date 1867 
Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text Good Words 
Size 11 
.5x 16.8 cms Illustration appears on Facing page 751 
Notes Edged facing page illustration I/s 
215 
Illustration Title `Bridget Dally's Change. An experience of a 
district visitor. ' Anon 
Date 1 November 1866 
Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text Good Words 
Size 11.4 x 16.5 cms 
Illustration appears on Facing page 753 
Notes Edged facing page illustration I/s 
216 
Date 1875 
Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Engraver Unknown 
Source Text "Fated to be free" 
Words 
Size 7.5 x5 cms 
Illustration appears on p 33 
Notes 




Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Engraver Joseph Swain 
Source Text "Fated to be free", by Jean Ingelow, from Good 
Words 
Size 13 x 10 cros 
Illustration appears on p 41 
Notes Framed 
f_ _x 
ý `: ýý_ 
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218 
Illustration Title "Fated to be free" 
Date 1875 
Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Engraver Joseph Swain 
Source Text From "Fated to be free", by Jean Ingelow, from 
Good Words 
Size 11 x 16 cros 
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Date 1875 
Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Engraver Unknown 
Source Text "Fated to be free" by Jean Ingelow, from Good 
Words 
Size 7.5 x5 cms 





Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Engraver Jose[ph Swain 
Source Text "Fated to be free", by Jean Ingelow, from Good 
Words 
Size 16.5 x 11 cms 
Illustration appears on Facing page 108 
Notes Framed, full page 
Qai1 





Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Engraver Joseph Swain 
Source Text From "Fated to be free", by Jean Ingelow, from 
Good Words 
Size 12.5 x 10 cms Illustration appears on p 113 
Notes Framed 
222 
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Date 1875 
Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Engraver Unknown 
Source Text "Fated to be free" by Jean Ingelow, from Good 
Words 
Size 7.5 x5 
Illustration appears on p 177 
223 
Date 1875 
Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Engraver Joseph Swain 
Source Text From "Fated to be Free", by Jean Ingelow, from 
Good Words 
Size 12.5 x 10 




Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Engraver Joseph Swain 
Source Text From "Fated to be Free" 
Good Words 
Size 12.5 x 10 cms 
Illustration appears on p 257 
Notes Framed 








Illustration appears on 
Notes 




From Good Words 
16.5 x 11 
Facing page 178 











Illustration appears on 
Notes 




From Good Words 
11 x 16.5 cms 
Facing page 262 
Framed, full page 
227 
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Date 1875 
Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Engraver Unknown 
Source Text From "Fated to be Free", by Jean Ingelow, from 
Good Words 
Size 7.5 x5 cms 
Illustration appears on p 321 
Notes Framed 
228 
Illustration Title "Fated to be free" 
Date 1875 
Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Engraver Joseph Swain 
Source Text Good Words 
Size 16.5 x 11 cms 
Illustration appears on Facing page 323 
Notes Framed, full page 
229 
Date 1875 
Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Engraver Joseph Swain 
Source Text From "Fated to be Free", by Jean Ingelow, from 
Good Words 
Size 12.5 x 10 cms 















Illustration appears on 
Notes 





11 x 16.5 cros 
Facing page 393 




Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Engraver Joseph Swain 
Source Text From "Fated to be Free", by Jean Ingelow, from 
Good Words 
Size 8x5 cros 













From "Fated to be Free" 
Good Words 
12.5 x 10 cms 
p 401 
Framed 
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Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Engraver Joseph Swain 
Source Text From "Fated to be Free", by Jean Ingelow, from 
Good Words 
Size 12.5 x 10 cms 












Illustration appears on 
Notes 






Facing page 478 
Full page, framed 
236 
Date 1875 
Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Engraver Joseph Swain 
Source Text From "Fated to be Free", by Jean Ingelow, from 
Good Words 
Size 7.5 x5 cms 









Illustration appears on 
Notes 





11 x 16.5 cms 
Facing page 547 



















, by Jean Ingelow, from 
239 
Illustration Title "Fated to be free" 
Date 1875 
Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Engraver Joseph Swain 
Source Text Good Words 
Size 11 x 16.5 cms 
Illustration appears on Facing page 615 
Notes Framed, full page 
240 
Date 1875 
Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Engraver Joseph Swain 
Source Text From "Fated to be Free", by Jean Ingelow, from 
Good Words 
Size 12.5 x 10 


























Illustration appears on 
Notes 





11 x 16.5 cms 
Facing page 683 














From "Fated to be 
Good Words 
12.5 x 10 
p 689 
Framed 








Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Engraver Joseph Swain 
Source Text From "Fated to be Free", by Jean Ingelow, from 
Good Words 
Size 7x5 cros 












Illustration appears on 
Notes 





11 x 16.5 cms 
Facing page 757 













From "Fated to be Free" 
Good Words 
12.5 x 10 
p 760 
Framed 




























Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Engraver Joseph Swain 
Source Text From "Fated to be Free", by Jean Ingelow, from 
Good Words 
Size 12.5 x 10 
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Illustration Title "A Summer Sunday onThe Righi" 
Date 1865 
Illustrator Edward Whymper 
Engraver Unknown 
Source Text The Sunday Magazine 
Size 18 x 13 cros 









Illustration appears on 
Notes 




The Sunday Magazine 
13 x 17 cros 









Illustration appears on 
Notes 
"Only a lost child" 




12 x 17 cms 
Facing page 593 
Full page, framed 
252 
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Illustration Title "An evil spirit cannot dwell, 
Where companions are singing well" 
Date 1 December 1866 
Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Engraver Joseph Swain 
Source Text Sunday Magazine 
Size 13.5 x 18 cms 
Illustration appears on Facing page 150 









Illustration appears on 
Notes 
"Auntie's Lessons" 




18 x 13 cms 
Facing page 320 









Illustration appears on 
Notes 
"Widowed" 





Facing page 464 








Illustration appears on 
Notes 















Illustration appears on 
Notes 


















Illustration appears on 
Notes 
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Illustration appears on 
Notes 
"Mr. Burchell running up, skivered his sword to 
pieces, and then pursued him for near a 












Illustration Title you chubby rogue, do you "What Bill , , 
remember your old friend Burchell? " 
Date 1865 
Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Engraver Daiziel 
Source Text The Vicar of Wakefield, from Dalziels' 
Illustrated Goldsmith 
Size 18 x 13 cros 
Illustration appears on p 152 
Notes Framed 
260 
Illustration Title "And I hope that the rest of my conduct will not be found to deserve censure. " Date 1865 
Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text The Vicar of Wakefield, from Daiziels' 
Illustrated Goldsmith 
Size 13 x 10 cros 
Illustration appears on p 157 
Notes Framed 
261 
Illustration Title "We had now, therefore, the satisfaction of 
seeing them fly into each other's arms in a 
transport. " 
Date 1865 
Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text The Vicar of Wakefield, from Dalziels' 
Illustrated Goldsmith 
Size 17.5 x 13 cms 
Illustration appears on p 161 
Notes Framed 
262 
Illustration Title "So saying, he put the license into the 
baronet's hands, and found it perfect in every 
respect. " 
Date 1865 
Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text The Vicar of Wakefield, from Dalziels' 
Illustrated Goldsmith 
Size 13 x 10.5 cms 
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The Vicar of Wakefield, 
Illustrated Goldsmith 
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Illustration Title "Remote, unfriended, melancholy, slow, or by the lazy Sheldt, or wandering Po. " Date 1865 
Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text ""The Traveller"", from Dalziels' Illustrated 
Goldsmith 
Size 10 x 13 cros 
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""The Traveller"", from 
Goldsmith 





Illustration Title "Here may be seen, in bloodless pomp array'd, 
the pasteboard triumph and the cavalcade. " 
Date 1865 
Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text ""The Traveller"", from Dalziels' Illustrated 
Goldsmith 
Size 12.5 x 10 cms 
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"Here vanity assumes her pert grimace, ands 






17.5 x 13 cms 
p 185 
Framed 
from Dalziels' Illustrated 
268 
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Illustration Title "The bashful virgin's sidelong looks of love. " 
Date 1865 
Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text "The Deserted Village", from Dalziels' 
Illustrated Goldsmith 
Size 10 x 12 cros 
Illustration appears on p 190 
Notes Framed 
269 
Illustration Title "The swain responsive as the milk-maid sung. " 
Date 1865 
Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text "The Deserted Village", from Daiziels' 
Illustrated Goldsmith 
Size 10 x 13 cros 










"But in his duty prompt at every call. " 1865 
GJ Pinwell 
Dalziel 
"The Deserted Village" 
Illustrated Goldsmith 
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Illustration Title "Near her betrayer's door she lays her head. " 
Date 1865 
Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text "The Deserted Village", from Dalziels' 
Illustrated Goldsmith 
Size 17 x 13 cros 
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from Dalziels' Illustrated 
Illustration Title "The master-prophet grasps his full-toned 
lyre. " 
Date 1865 
Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text "The Captivity", from Dalziels' Illustrated 
Goldsmith 
Size 10 x 12.5 cms 
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Song, from Dalziel's Illustrated Goldsmith 




Illustration Title "Turn gentle hermit" 
Date 1865 
Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text "The Hermit", from Dalziel's Illustrated Goldsmith 
Size 12.5 x 10 cms 




Illustration Title "As helpless friends who view from here the 
labouring ship, and hear the tempest roar" 
Date 1865 
Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text "Thremodia Augustalis", from Dalziel's Illustrated 
Goldsmith 
Size 17 x 13 cros 
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"The Double Transformation", 
Illustrated Goldsmith 





Illustration Title "In decent dress, and coarsely clean, the pious 
matron next was seen" 
Date 1865 
Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text "Threnodia Augustalis", from Dalziel's Illustrated 
Goldsmith 
Size 12 x 10 cros 
Illustration appears on p 241 
Notes Unframed 
281 
Illustration Title "Brutes never meet in bloody fray, nor cut each 
other's throats for pay" 
Date 1865 
Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text "The Logicians Refuted", from Dalziel's Illustrated 
Goldsmith 
Size 17 x 13 cros 




Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text "Elegy on the death of a mad dog", from Dalziel's 
Illustrated Goldsmith 
Size 17 x 13 cros 




Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text "A new smile, in the manner of Swift", from Dalziel's 
Illustrated Goldsmith 
Size 13 x 10 cros 
Illustration appears on p 253 
Notes Unframed 
284 
.. g:. .. 
Date 1865 
Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text "An elegy on the glory of her sex, Mrs Mary Blaize", 
from Dalziel's Illustrated Goldsmith 
Size 17 x 13 cros 













"Stanzas on woman", from 
Goldsmith 






Illustration Title "Stay, I'll not stay in the family with Jonathan" 
Date 1865 
Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text "The good-natured man", from Dalziel's Illustrated 
Goldsmith 
Size 10 x 13 cros 
Illustration appears on p 269 
Notes Unframed 
287 
Illustration Title "A pleasant morning to Mr. Honeywood" 
Date 1865 
Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text "The good-natured man", from Dalziel's Illustrated 
Goldsmith 
Size 18 x 13 cros 
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in love with Mr. Honeywood, 
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from Dalziel's Illustrated 
292 
Illustration Title "Taste us! By the Lord Madam, they devour us" 
Date 1865 
Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text "The good-natured man", from Dalziel's Illustrated 
Goldsmith 
Size 18 x 13 cros 
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man", from Dalziel's Illustrated 
294 
Illustration Title "0 Jarvis, are you come at last? " 
Date 1865 
Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text "The good-natured man", from Dalziel's Illustrated 
Goldsmith 
Size 11 x 13 cros 
Illustration appears on p 301 
Notes Unframed 
295 
Illustration Title "It's your supreme pleasure to give me no better 
consolation? " 
Date 1865 
Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text "The good-natured man", from Dalziel's Illustrated 
Goldsmith 
Size 17 x 13 cros 
Illustration appears on p 305 
Notes Framed 
296 
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"The good-natured man", 
Goldsmith 
18 x 13 cms 
p 311 
Framed 
from Dalziel's Illustrated 
297 
I- 6Zý 
Illustration Title "Madam you seem at least calm enough to hear 
reason" 
Date 1865 
Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text "The good-natured man", from Dalziel's Illustrated 
Goldsmith 
Size 10 x 12.5 cros 
Illustration appears on p 313 
Notes Unframed 
298 
Illustration Title "Ay, stick it where you will" 
Date 1865 
Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text "The good-natured man", from Dalziel's Illustrated 
Goldsmith 
Size 17.5 x 13 cms 
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"I protest, sir, I do not understand your meaning" 1865 
GJ Pinwell 
Dalziel 





from Daiziel's Illustrated 
301 
Illustration Title "The I'll sing you gentlemen, a song" Date 1865 
Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text "She stoops to conquer", from Dalziel's Illustrated 
Goldsmith 
Size 17.5 x 13 cms 
Illustration appears on p 329 
Notes Framed 
302 
Illustration Title "You must not be so talkative, 
Date 1865 
Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text "She stoops to conquer", from 
Goldsmith 
Size 10 x 13 cms 
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Illustration Title "Let your brains be knocked out, my good sir" Date 1865 
Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text "She stoops to conquer", from Dalziel's Illustrated 
Goldsmith 
Size 10 x 13 cros 
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Illustration Title "I was observing, madam" 
Date 1865 
Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text "She stoops to conquer", from Dalziel's Illustrated 
Goldsmith 
Size 18 x 132 cms 
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"She stoops to conquer", from 
Goldsmith 






Illustration Title "Yes - but upon conditions" 
Date 1865 
Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text "She stoops to conquer", from Dalziel's Illustrated 
Goldsmith 
Size 12 x 10 cros 





Illustration Title "And why not now my angel? " 
Date 1865 
Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text "She stoops to conquer", from Dalziel's Illustrated 
Goldsmith 
Size 18 x 13 cros 
Illustration appears on p 355 
Notes Framed 
308 
Illustration Title "I'm your very humble servant" 
Date 1865 
Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text "She stoops to conquer", from 
Goldsmith 
Size 17.5 x 13 cms 
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from Daiziel's Illustrated 




Illustration Title "Constancy is the word" 
Date 1865 
Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text "She stoops to conquer", from Dalziel's Illustrated 
Goldsmith 
Size 17.5 x 13 cms 









Illustration appears on 
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"She stoops to conquer" 
Goldsmith 
13 x 10 cms 
p 371 
Framed 























Illustration Title "None have I summoned unto my bower" Date 1867 
Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text Ballad Stories of Robert Buchanan Size 13 x 10 cros 
Illustration appears on p 47 
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Notes 




Ballad Stories of Robert Buchanan 
12x10cros 
p 99 
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Ballad Stories of Robert Buchanan 
13x10cros 
p 105 
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Ballad Stories of Robert Buchanan 
13x10cros 
p 109 
Framed, full page 
317 
Illustration Title "Parsons are sent to watch our souls, while we 
are hard at labour" 
Date 1867 
Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text "An English Eclogue" from North Coast and 
other poems by Robert Buchanan 
Illustration appears on 13 x 10 cms 
Notes Framed, full page 
318 
Illustration Title "Oh, solemn, sad, and slow, rose the stern 
voice of Monroe" 
Date 1867 
Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text "The Battle of Drumliemoor" from North Coast 
and other poems by Robert Buchanan 
Size 13 x 10 cros 
Illustration appears on p 75 
Notes Full page, framed 
319 
Illustration Title "How did I know that you were country bred? " Date 1867 
Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text "The Ballad Maker" from North Coast and other 
poems by Robert Buchanan 
Size 13 x 10 cm s 
Illustration appears on p 91 
Notes Full page, framed 
320 
Illustration Title "This is a place where mortals find not speech" 
Date 1867 
Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text "Sigurd of Saxony", from North Coast and 
other poems by Robert Buchanan 
Size 13 x 10 cros 
Illustration appears on p 133 
Notes Full page, framed 
321 
Illustration Title "And all the shore was dark" 
Date 1867 
Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text "Sigurd of Saxony", from North Coast and 
other poems by Robert Buchanan 
Size 13 x 10 cros 
Illustration appears on p 137 
Notes Full page, framed 
322 
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Illustration Title "Prayer" 
Date 1867 
Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text "Prayer", by Henry Hart Milman, from The 
Spirit of Praise 
Size 12 x 10 cros 
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"Patience", by John Wesley, 
Praise 
12 x 10 cms 
p 107 
Framed 













"The High Tide" from 
13x10cros 
Framed 
Jean Ingelow's Poems 
325 
Illustration Title "The level sun, like the ruddy ore, lay sinking 
in the barren skies" Date 1867 
Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text "The High Tide" from Jean Ingelow's Poems Size 13 x 9.5 cms 
Illustration appears on p 160 
Notes Framed 
326 
Illustration Title "And dark against day's golden death" 
Date 1867 
Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text "The High Tide" from Jean Ingelow's Poems 
Size 13 x 10 cros 
Illustration appears on p 161 
Notes Framed 
327 
Illustration Title "Alle fresh the level pasture lay" Date 1867 
Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text "The High Tide" from Jean Ingelow's Poems Size 13 x 10 cros Illustration appears on p 163 
Notes Framed 
328 
Illustration Title ""I looked without, and lo! My sonne came 
riding down with might and main" 
Date 1867 
Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text "The High Tide" from Jean Ingelow's Poems 
Size 13 x 10 cros 
Illustration appears on p 165 
Notes Framed 
329 
Illustration Title "And rearing Lindis backward pressed" Date 1867 
Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text "The High Tide" from Jean Ingelow's Poems 
Size 13 x 10 cros 









Illustration appears on 
Notes 




"The High Tide" from 
13 x 10 cms 
p 169 
Framed 
Jean Ingelow's Poems 
331 
Illustration Title "Waited till the dead should say" Date 1867 
Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text "A Dead Year" from Jean Ingelow's Poems Size 13 x 10 cros Illustration appears on p 117 Notes Framed 
332 
Illustration Title "Trouble, and no release" 
Date 1867 
Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text "Strife and Peace" from Jean Ingelow's Poems 
Size 13 x 10 cros 
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Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text "Winstanley" from Jean Ingelow's Poems 
Size 13 x 10 cros 




Illustration Title "The old Mayor looked him in the face" 
Date 1867 
Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text "Winstanley" from Jean Ingelow's Poems 




Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text "Winstanley" from Jean Ingelow's Poems 
Size 13 x 10 cros 








"Winstanley" from Jean Ingelow's Poems 













13 x 10 cms 
p 315 
Framed 
Jean Ingelow's Poems 
339 
Illustration Title "She laughed. What good to make ado? " Date 1867 




"Reflections" from Jean Ingelow's Poems 




Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text "Brothers, and a Sermon" from Jean Ingelow's 
Poems 
Size 13 x 10 cms 




Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text "Brothers, and a Sermon" from Jean Ingelow's 
Poems 
Size 13 x 10 cros 




Illustration Title "Her children wail a little in their sleep" 
Date 1867 
Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text "Brothers, and a Sermon" from Jean Ingelow's 
Poems 
Size 13 x 10 cros 




Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text "The Four Bridges" from Jean Ingelow's 
Poems 
Size 13 x 10 cros 




Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text "Strife and Peace", from Jean Ingelow's Poems 
Size 13 x 10 cros 










Illustration appears on 
Notes 




The Adventures of Gil Bias 
14 x 19 cros 
Frontispiece 
Full page, framed 
346 
Illustration Title "The Poor Actor" 
Date 1866 




Illustration appears on 
Notes 
Dalziel 
The Adventures of Gil Bias 
14x8cros 
fp 71 
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The Adventures of Gil Bias 
14x9cros 
fp 105 














The Adventures of Gil Bias 
14x9cros 
fp 140 














The Adventures of Gil Blas 
14x9cros 
fp 202 
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Notes 




The Adventures of Gil Bias 
14x9cros 
fp 272 
Full page, framed 
351 
lp/VýIrll, 
Illustration Title "Catalina and her aunt admiring the earrings" Date 1866 
Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text The Adventures of Gil Blas Size 14 x9 cros 
Illustration appears on fp 305 
Notes Full page, framed 
352 
Illustration Title "The boy counting the stolen money" 
Date 1866 
Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text The Adventures of Gil Blas 
Size 14 x9 cros 
Illustration appears on fp 336 








Illustration appears on 
Notes 
"And Jonathan stripped 
upon him" 
1865 
himself of the robe that was 
GJ Pinwell 
Butterworth and Heath 
"Our Life illustrated by Pen and Pencil", 
Religious Tract Society 
15 x 11 cms 
fp 74 
Framed, full page 
London, The 
354 
Engravers Butterworth and Heath 
Source Text "Our Life illustrated by Pen and Pencil", 
Religious Tract Society 
Size 8x 10 cros 





Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
_ ._ _.. _.. -". ý, ýý ...... 
1 
Illustration Title "Simple Simon" 
Date 1870 
Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Engravers Dalziel 
Source Text "National nursery rhymes and nursery songs", this 
edn. Published 1989, USA 













"The City Personage" 
12.5 x 8.5 cms 
f. p. 53 













"Leaving the Morgue" 
12.5. x 9 cros 
f. p. 107 
The Uncommercial Traveller by 
Charles Dickens 
358 







Illustration appears on: 
"I can't spare it any of my milk" 
1 October 1868 
George Pinwell 





Illustration Title "Buying the golden locks of a starving girl" 
Date 1 October 1868 
Illustrator George Pinwell 
Source Text From "The Crust and the Cake" Sunday Magazine 
Size 7.5 x6 cms 
Illustration appears on: p4 
361 
Illustration Title "The only sound that arose to God was a stifled sob" Date 1 October 1868 
Illustrator George Pinwell 
Source Text From "The Crust and the Cake" Sunday Magazine 
Size 7.5 x6 cms 
Illustration appears on: p5 
362 
-QoAbý 
Illustration Title " Mrs. Forrest slowly closed the curtain" 
Date 1 October 1868 
Illustrator George Pinwell 
Source Text From "The Crust and the Cake" Sunday Magazine 
Size 7.5 x6 cms 
Illustration appears on: p5 
363 
Illustration Title "In the simplest fashion they went straight 
through the Holy Book" 
Date 1 October 1868 
Illustrator George Pinwell 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text From "The Crust and the Cake" Sunday Magazine 
Size 11 x 14 cros 








Illustration appears on: 
"Margaret made a resolute stand upon the landing" 
1 October 1868 
George Pinwell 
From "The Crust and the Cake" Sunday Man-,, in, - 
7x6cros 
p9 
- --- - ---, --ý.. ý.... 
365 








Illustration appears on: 
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"Oh, but you are not a man yet" 
1 October 1868 
George Pinwell 
Dalziel 










Illustration appears on: 
Notes 
"The Gang Children" 




Facing page 24 
Framed, full page 
367 
Illustration Title "She went up to the picture of `Death of a 
Friend' and stood looking at it" 
Date 1 November 1868 
Illustrator George Pinwell 
Engraver Dalziel 
Size 11 x 16.5 cms 
Source Text "The Crust and the Cake from Sunday 
Magazine 
Illustration appears on: Facing page 77 
Notes Full page, framed 
368 
Illustration Title "Margaret found her looking at the pictures" 
Date 1 November 1868 
Illustrator George Pinwell 
Engraver Dalziel 
Size 7x6.5 cms 
Source Text "The Crust and the Cake from Sunday 
Magazine 
Illustration appears on: p 77 
369 
1ý __ __. _ _1;, 
ý 
.- 
Illustration Title "The tears ran down the thin faded face" 
Date 1 November 1868 
Illustrator George Pinwell 
Engraver Unknown 
Size 7x6.5 cros 
Source Text "The Crust and the Cake" from Sunday Magazine 
Illustration appears on: p 80 
370 
Illustration Title "Mother, I must have a jolly lark" 
Date 1 November 1868 
Illustrator George Pinwell 
Engraver Unknown 
Size 7x6.5 cms 
Source Text "The Crust and the Cake" from Sunday 
Magazine 









Illustration Title "A little cat paid his addresses to him" 
Date 1 December 1868 
Illustrator George Pinwell 
Engraver Unknown 
Size 7x6 cros 
Source Text "The Crust and the Cake" from Sunday 
Magazine 
Illustration appears on: p 81 
372 
Illustration Title "Margaret started and looked round" 
Date 1 December 1868 
Illustrator George Pinwell 
Engraver Dalziel 
Size 11 x 16.5 cros 
Source Text "The Crust and the Cake" from Sunday 
Magazine 
Illustration appears on: Facing page 138 
Notes Full page, framed 
373 
Illustration Title 







Illustration appears on: 
"Mrs. Forrest stood white and silent, with the 
1 December 1868 
George Pinwell 
Unknown 
6.5 x 6.5 cms 











Illustration appears on: 
"She wanted Amy to carry away some 








Illustration Title "With the letter on her knee she took a long look at the fire" 
Date 1 December 1868 
Illustrator George Pinwell 
Engraver Unknwn 
Size 7x6.5 cms 
Source Text "The Crust and the Cake" from Sunday Magazine 
Illustration appears on: p 145 
376 
Illustration Title "Mrs. Forrest tremblingly produced her own 
leathern reticule" 
Date 1 January 1869 
Illustrator George Pinwell 
Engraver Unknown 
Size 7x6 cros 
Source Text "The Crust and the Cake" from Sunday 
Magazine 
Illustration appears on: p 204 
377 















Illustration Title "On and on went Magdalena" Date 1 January 1869 
Illustrator George Pinwell 
Engraver Dalziel 
Size 6.5 x7 cms Source Text "The Crust and the Cake" from Sunday Magazine 
Illustration appears on: p 205 
378 
Illustration Title "Johnnie dear', she said, `this is your father 
- your dear father'. " 
Date 1 January 1869 
Illustrator George Pinwell 
Engraver Unknown 
Size 10 x 13 cros 
Source Text "The Crust and the Cake" from Sunday 
Magazine 
Illustration appears on: p 208 
379 
Illustration Title "Magdalene in the cemetery" 
Date 1 January 1869 
Illustrator George Pinwell 
Engraver Dalziel 
Size 11 x 16.5 cms 
Source Text "The Crust and the Cake" from Sunday 
Magazine 
Illustration appears on: Facing page 209 











Illustration appears on: 
Notes 
"Mrs Deane started, and made way for Mr. 
1 February 1869 
George Pinwell 
Unknown 
17 x 11.5 cms 
"The Crust and the Cake" from Sunday 
Facing page 269 







Illustration appears on: 
1 February 1869 
George Pinwell 
Unknown 
11 x 14 cms 
"The Crust and the Cake" 
p 272 
from Sunday Magazine 
382 
Illustration Title "There were no tears in her eyes as they 
looked wistfully at Magdalene" 
Date 1 March 1869 
Illustrator George Pinwell 
Engraver Unknown 
Size 11.5 x 17 cms 
Source Text "The Crust and the Cake", from Sunday 
Magazine 
Illustration appears on: Facing page 334 
Notes Framed, full page 
383 
Date 1 March 1869 
Illustrator George Pinwell 
Engraver Dalziel 
Size 10.5 x 13 cms Source Text "The Crust and the Cake", from Sunday Magazine 









Illustration appears on: 
Notes 
" Charles looked rather superciliously at the old 
1 April 1869 
George Pinwell 
Dalziel 
16.5 x 11.5 cms 
"The Crust and the Cake", from Sunday Magazine 
Facing page 394 
Framed, full page 
385 
Date 1 April 1869 
Illustrator George Pinwell 
Engraver Dalziel 
Size 11 x 14 cms 
Source Text "The Crust and the Cake", from Sunday Magazine Illustration appears on: p 400 
386 
Illustration Title Try to make me better', he said, letting his fingers 
closing over hers" 
Date 1 May 1869 
Illustrator George Pinwell 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text "The Crust and the Cake", from Sunday Magazine 
Illustration appears on: Facing page 461 
Notes Full page, framed 
387 
Date 1 May 1869 
Illustrator George Pinwell 
Engraver Dalziel 
Size 10 x 13 cms Source Text "The Crust and the Cake", from Sunday Magazine 
Illustration appears on: p 464 
388 
Illustration Title "'There's something for you, Mr. John. "' 
Date 1 June 1869 
Illustrator George Pinwell 
Engraver Dalziel 
Size 16.5 x 11 cms 
Source Text "The Crust and the Cake", from Sunday Magazine 
Illustration appears on: Facing page 521 







Illustration appears on: 
1 June 1869 
George Pinwell 
Unknown 
"The Crust and the Cake", 
7.5x5cros 
p 521 
from Sunday Magazine 
390 
Date 1 June 1869 
Illustrator George Pinwell 
Engraver Unknown 
Size 14.5 x 10.5 cm; 
Source Text "The Crust an( 
Illustration appears on: p 529 
14.5 x 10.5 cms 
"The Crust and the Cake", from Sunday Magazine 
p 529 
391 
Illustration Title "Arthur held out his hand so patiently, that she was obliged to grant him the salutation" 
Date 1 July 1869 
Illustrator George Pinwell 
Engraver Dalziel 
Size 16.5 x 11 cms Source Text "The Crust and the Cake", from Sunday Magazine Illustration appears on: Facing page 586 







Illustration appears on: 
1 July 1869 
George Pinwell 
Dalziel 
14 x 10.5 cms 
"The Crust and the Cake", 
p 592 
from Sunday Magazine 
393 
Illustration Title 






Illustration appears on: 
Notes 
"Amy paused a moment to comfort the child with a 
1 August 1869 
George Pinwell 
Dalziel 
11.5 x 16.5 cms 
"The Crust and the Cake" 
Facing page 650 
Full page, framed 
394 
from Sunday Magazine 
Illustration Title "Through many of those weary hours she would sit 
with him on the garden bench" 
Date 1 September 1869 
Illustrator George Pinwell 
Engraver Unknown 
Size 16.5 x 11 cms 
Source Text "The Crust and the Cake", from Sunday Magazine 
Illustration appears on: Facing page 713 







Illustration appears on: 




"The Crust and the Cake" 
p 713 , 







Illustration appears on: 




"The Crust and the Cake" 
p 720 














17 x 11 cms 
"Christmas Numbers" 
Page 8 












7x 11 cms 



























Illustration appears on 
Notes 




Dalziel's Arabian Nights 
London Ward & Lock 
17x13.5cros 
p. 21 









Illustration appears on 
Notes 




Dalziel's `Arabian Nights' 
London Ward & Lock 
17.5 x 13.5 cms 
p. 29 












Illustration appears on 
Notes 




Dalziel's `Arabian Nights' 
London Ward & Lock 
17x13.5cros 
p. 33 
`The History of the Vizier who was 
Punished' 
403 
Illustration Title Sindbad in the Tub 
Date 1865 
Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Engraver Dalziel Brothers 
Source Text Dalziel's `Arabian Nights' Publisher London Ward & Lock Size 17.5 x 13 cms Illustration appears on p. 113 Notes `The First Voyage of Sindbad the Sailor' 
404 








Illustration appears on 
Notes 
Sailor' 




Dalziel's `Arabian Nights' 
London Ward & Lock 
17.6. x 13.2 cms 
p. 117 















Dalziel's `Arabian Nights' 
London Ward & Lock 
17.2 x 13.2 cms 
p. 121 
`The Third Voyage of Sindbad the Sailor' 
406 
Illustration Title Sindbad Makes a Saddle for the King 
Date 1865 
Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Engraver Dalziel Brothers 
Source Text Dalziel's `Arabian Nights' 
Publisher London Ward & Lock 
Size 13 x 10 cros 
Illustration appears on p. 125 
Notes `The Fourth Voyage of Sindbad the 
Sailor' 
407 
Illustration Title Sindbad Kills the Old Man of the Sea Date 1865 
Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Engraver Dalziel Brothers 
Source Text Dalziel's `Arabian Nights' Publisher London Ward & Lock Size 17 x 13.3. cms Illustration appears on p. 129 Notes `The Fifth Voyage of Sindbad the Sailor' 
408 
Illustration Title Sindbad Sleeps on the Raft 
Date 1865 
Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Engraver Dalziel Brothers 
Source Text Dalziel's `Arabian Nights' 
Publisher London Ward & Lock 
Size 10 x 13.2 cms 
Illustration appears on p. 133 
Notes `The Sixth Voyage of Sindbad the Sailor' 
409 
Illustration Title Sindbad is Freed from the Elephants Date 1865 
Illustrator GJ Pinwell 
Engraver Dalziel Brothers 
Source Text Dalziel's `Arabian Nights' 
Publisher London Ward & Lock 
Size 11 x 13.2 cms Illustration appears on p. 137 Notes `The Seventh and Last Voyage of 








Illustration appears on 
Notes 




Short story by JMH from 
11.4 x 9.5 cms 
p 102 
Unframed, set in text 
411 








Illustration appears on 
Notes 
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Short story by HE from Once a Week 
9.8 x 12.7 cms 
p 165 










Illustration appears on 
Notes 




Poem by S Reynolds from 
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Illustration appears on 
Notes 
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Illustration Title "Apres" 
Date 1860 
Illustrator Fred Walker 
Engraver Joseph Swain 
Source Text Poem by Arthur J Munby from Once a Week 
Size 9.5 x 12.4 cms 
Illustration appears on p 330 












"Lost in the Fog" by JFC from Once a Week 
10x12.7cros 
p 370 














Short story, anon, from Once a Week 
10 x 12.5 cms 
p 424 








Illustration appears on 
Notes 




Short story by Thomas Speight, from 
Week 
12.7 x 10 cms 
p 481 
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Illustration Title "The 
Date 1860 
Illustrator Fred Walker 
Engraver Joseph Swain 
Source Text Short story, anon, from Once a Week 
Size 10 x 12.5 cms 
Illustration appears on p 424 








Illustrator Fred Walker 
Engraver Joseph Swain 
Source Text "Once upon a time", poem by Eliza Cooke, 




Illustrator Fred Walker 
Engraver Joseph Swain 
Source Text "Spirit Painting" poem by Eliza Cooke, from 
Once a Week 
Size 11.5 x 9.5 cms 
Illustration appears on p 25 







Illustrator Fred Walker 
Engraver Joseph Swain 
Source Text "Markham's Revenge", short story by G. U. S., 
from Once a Week 
Size 10 x 13 cros 
Illustration appears on p 182 
Notes Unframed, set in text 
422 
Date 1860 
Illustrator Fred Walker 
Engraver Joseph Swain 
Source Text "Markham's Revenge", short story by G. U. S., 
from Once a Week 
Size 10 x 13 cros 
Illustration appears on p 184 
Notes Unframed, set in text 
423 
Date 1860 












"A Noctuary of Terror" 
Once a Week 
11.1 x 9.3 cros 
p 294 
Framed, set in text 
, short story, anon, from 
425 
Date 1860 
Illustrator Fred Walker 
Engraver Joseph Swain 
Source Text "A Noctuary of Terror", short story, anon, from 
Once a Week Size 8.8 x 12.8 cms Illustration appears on p 295 












"First Love "poem by RF Sketchley, from Once 
a Week 
11.3 x 9.5 cms 
p 322 
Framed, arched head, set in text 
427 
Date 1860 
Illustrator Fred Walker 
Engraver Joseph Swain 
Source Text "The Uncommon Body-guard" short story by 
Lambert Coppel Cline, from Once a Week 
Size 11.4 x 12.7 cms 
Illustration appears on p 359 
Notes Unframed, set in text 
428 
Date 1860 
Illustrator Fred Walker 
Engraver Joseph Swain 
Source Text "The Herberts of Elfdale", a story in six 
chapters by Mrs Crowe, from Once a Week 
Size 10 x 12.7 cms 
Illustration appears on p 449 
Notes Unframed, set in text 
429 
Date 1860 
Illustrator Fred Walker 
Engraver Joseph Swain 
Source Text "The Herberts of Elfdale", a story in six 
chapters by Mrs Crowe, from Once a Week 
Size 10 x 12.7 cms 
Illustration appears on p 454 
Notes Unframed, set in text 
430 
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Date 1860 
Illustrator Fred Walker 
Engraver Joseph Swain 
Source Text "The Herberts of Elfdale", a story in six 
chapters by Mrs Crowe, from Once a Week 
Size 10 x 12.7 cms 
Illustration appears on p 477 
Notes Unframed, set in text 
431 
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Date 1860 
Illustrator Fred Walker 
Engraver Joseph Swain 
Source Text "The Herberts of Elfdale", a story in six 
chapters by Mrs Crowe, from Once a Week 
Size 11 x 12.5 cros 
Illustration appears on p 505 





Illustrator Fred Walker 
Engraver Joseph Swain 
Source Text "The Herberts of Elfdale", a story in six 
chapters by Mrs Crowe, from Once a Week 
Size 11 x 9.5 cms 
Illustration appears on p 508 
















Unframed, set in text 
434 
from Once a 






Illustrator Fred Walker 
Engraver Joseph Swain 
Source Text "His hand upon the latch", from"A Young 
Wife's Song" poem by Berni, from Once a 
Week 
Size 11.5 x 9.5 cms 
Illustration appears on p 668 
Notes Unframed, set in text 
435 
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Illustrator Fred Walker 
Engraver Joseph Swain 
Source Text "Putting up the Christmas", a descriptive 
passage, from Once a Week Size 12.7 x 11.3 Illustration appears on p 723 



















"Under the fir trees -a Harvest romance" from 
Once a Week 
12.8 x 10.2 cms 
p 43 
Unframed, set in text 
438 
Illustration Title "Voltaire at breakfast at Ferney" 
Date 1861 
Illustrator Fred Walker 
Source Text "The Heart of Voltaire Living and Dead", by 
Marguerite A Power, from Once a Week 
Size 11.2 x 12.5 cms 
Illustration appears on p 66 
Notes Unframed, set in text 
439 
Date 1861 
Illustrator Fred Walker 
Engraver Joseph Swain 
Source Text "Bring me a light" from Once a Week 
Size 8.5 x 12.5 cms 
Illustration appears on p 105 
Notes Part-framed, arched head, set in text 
440 
Date 1861 
Illustrator Fred Walker 
Engraver Joseph Swain 
Source Text "A General Practitioner in California", a short 
story by John Harward, from Once a Week 
Size 10 x 12.5 cms 
Illustration appears on p 189 
Notes Unframed, set in text 
441 
Date 1861 
Illustrator Fred Walker 
Engraver Joseph Swain 
Source Text "The Parish Clerk's Story", anon, from Once a 
Week 
Size 11.1 x 12.8 cros 
Illustration appears on p 248 
Notes Unframed, set in text 
442 
Date 1861 
Illustrator Fred Walker 
Engraver Joseph Swain 
Source Text "The magnolia, for London, with cotton", story 
by A Stewart Harrison, from Once a Week Size 12.5 x 10 cms Illustration appears on p 263 Notes Unframed, set in text 
443 
I 





Illustrator Fred Walker 
Engraver Joseph Swain 
Source Text "The magnolia, for London, with cotton", story 
by A Stewart Harrison, from Once a Week 
Size 13.7 x 22.7 cms 
Illustration appears on p270 
Notes Full page, framed 
444 
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Illustrator Fred Walker 
Engraver Joseph Swain 
Source Text "Dangerous", short story by Albany 
Fonblanque Jnr, from Once a Week 
Size 10 x 12.7 cms 
Illustration appears on p 416 
Notes Framed, set in text 
445 
Date 1861 
Illustrator Fred Walker 
Engraver Joseph Swain 
Source Text "The Old Boy's Tale", from Once a Week 
Size 10 x 12.7 cms 
Illustration appears on p 499 












"Romance of the Cab-rank" from 
10x12.7cros 
p 585 
Unframed, set in text 
447 
Once a Week 
Date 1861 
Illustrator Fred Walker 
Engraver Joseph Swain 
Source Text "The Travel-Case", story by BB, from Once a 
Week 
Size 9.7 x 12.7 cms 
Illustration appears on p 631 
Notes Unframed, set in text 
448 
Date 1861 
Illustrator Fred Walker 
Engraver Joseph Swain 
Source Text "Jessie Cameron's Bairn", by B, from Once a 
Week 
Size 9.7 x 12.7 cms 
Illustration appears on p 15 












"The Decorated Diggings" 
from Once a Week 
10x12.7cros 
p 15 
Framed, set in text 
450 
by An Old Chum, 
Date 1861 
Illustrator Fred Walker 
Engraver Joseph Swain 
Source Text "Pray sir, are you a Gentleman? " from 
Week 
Size 9.3 x 11 cms 
Illustration appears on p 127 




Illustrator Fred Walker 
Engraver Joseph Swain 
Source Text "Pray sir, are you a Gentleman? " from Once a 
Week 
Size 11.1 x 12.7 cms 
Illustration appears on p 133 
Notes Unframed, set in text 
452 
Date 1861 
Illustrator Fred Walker 
Engraver Joseph Swain 












"Cader Idris - 
Harwood, fron 
12.9 x 10 cms 
The Chair of Idris", by John 
i Once a Week 
p 323 












"The Settlers of Long Arrow" 
Week 
12.2 x 10 cros 
p 422 





Illustrator Fred Walker 
Engraver Joseph Swain 
Source Text "The Settlers of Long Arrow", from Once a 
Week 
Size 10 x 12.4 cms 
Illustration appears on p 449 
Notes Unframed, set in text 
456 
Date 1861 
Illustrator Fred Walker 
Engraver Joseph Swain 
Source Text "The Settlers of Long Arrow", from Once a 
Week 
Size 12.7 x 9.9 cms 
Illustration appears on p 477 
Notes Unframed, set in text 
457 
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Date 1861 
Illustrator Fred Walker 
Engraver Joseph Swain 
Source Text "The Settlers of Long Arrow", from Once a 
Week 
Size 8.8 x 12.8 cms 
Illustration appears on p 505 





Illustrator Fred Walker 
Engraver Joseph Swain 
Source Text "The Settlers of Long Arrow", from Once a 
Week 
Size 10 x 12.7 cms 
Illustration appears on p 533 












"The Settlers of Long 
Week 
10x12.7cros 
Arrow", from Once a 
p 561 
Framed, set in text, chapter heading 
460 
4 





Illustrator Fred Walker 
Engraver Joseph Swain 
Source Text "The Settlers of Long Arrow", from Once a 
Week 
Size 10 x 12.7 cros 
Illustration appears on p 539 
Notes Framed, set in text, chapter heading 
461 
Date 1861 
Illustrator Fred Walker 
Engraver Joseph Swain 
Source Text "The Settlers of Long Arrow", from Once a 
Week 
Size 10 x 12.7 cms 
Illustration appears on p 539 
Notes Framed, set in text, chapter heading 
462 
Date 1861 
Illustrator Fred Walker 
Engraver Joseph Swain Source Text "The Settlers of Long Arrow", from Once a 









Illustrator Fred Walker 
Engraver Joseph Swain 
Source Text "The Settlers of Long Arrow", from Once a 
Week 
Size 11.3 x 9.4 cms 
Illustration appears on p 673 
Notes Framed, set in text 
464 
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Date 1861 
Illustrator Fred Walker 
Engraver Joseph Swain 
Source Text "The Settlers of Long Arrow", from Once a 
Week 
Size 11.3 x 9.4 cms Illustration appears on p 673 
Notes Framed, set in text, chapter heading 
465 
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Illustration Title "Nurse and Doctor" 
Date 1861 
Illustrator Fred Walker 
Engraver Joseph Swain 
Source Text "Philip" by Wm Thackeray, from The Cornhill 
Magazine 
Size 16.2 x 10.5 cms 
Illustration appears on fp 556 








Illustration appears on 
Notes 




"Philip" by Wm Thackeray, from 
Magazine 
15.6 x 11.3 cms 
fp 641 
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Illustration Title "Good Samaritans" 
Date 1861 
Illustrator Fred Walker 
Engraver Joseph Swain 
Source Text "Philip" by Wm Thackeray, from The Cornhill 
Magazine 
Size 17 x 11.5 cms 
Illustration appears on fp 1 
Notes Whole unframed title page 
468 
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"Philip" by Wm Thackeray, from 
Magazine 
17.1 x 11.4 cros 
fp 129 













Illustration appears on 
Notes 










Whole unframed page 
470 
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Illustration Title "A Quarrel" 
Date 1861 
Illustrator Fred Walker 
Engraver Joseph Swain 
Source Text "Philip" by Wm Thackeray, from The Cornhill 
Magazine 
Size 16.9 x 11.4 cms Illustration appears on fp 385 
Notes Whole framed page 
471 
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Illustration Title "Miss Charlotte and her Partners" 
Date 1861 
Illustrator Fred Walker 
Engraver Joseph Swain 
Source Text "Philip" by Wm Thackeray, from The Cornhill 
Magazine 
Size 21.3 x 13 cros 
Illustration appears on fp 513 















Illustration appears on 
Notes 
















illustration appears on 
Notes 




"Philip" by Wm 
Magazine 
17.4 x 11.6 cms 
Thackeray, from The Corn hill 
fp 1 
Whole framed page 
474 
Illustration Title "At the sick man's door" Date 1862 
Illustrator Fred Walker 
Engraver Joseph Swain 
Source Text "Philip" by Wm Thackeray, from The Cornhil/ 
Magazine 
Size 17 x 11.4 cros Illustration appears on fp 129 
Notes Whole framed page 
475 
4 










Illustration appears on 
Notes 




"Philip" by Wm Thackeray, from The Cornhill 
Magazine 
17.5 x 11.4 cms 
fp 257 
Whole framed page 
476 
Illustration Title "Mugford's favourite" 
Date 1862 
Illustrator Fred Walker 
Engraver Joseph Swain 
Source Text "Philip" by Wm Thackeray, from The Corn hi!! 
Magazine 
Size 17.3 x 11.3 cms 
Illustration appears on fp 385 




Illustration Title "Pater Familiar" 
Date 1862 
Illustrator Fred Walker 
Engraver Joseph Swain 
Source Text "Philip" by Wm Thackeray, from The Cornhill 
Magazine 
Size 17.3 x 11.8 cms 
Illustration appears on fp 513 
Notes Whole unframed page 
478 
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Illustration Title "Judith and Holofernes" Date 1862 
Illustrator Fred Walker 
Engraver Joseph Swain Source Text "Philip" by Wm Thackeray, from The Cornhill 
Size 
Magazine 
17.4 x 11.4 cms Illustration appears on fp 641 
Notes Whole framed page with arches to top frame 
479 
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Illustration Title "More free than welcome" 
Date 1862 
Illustrator Fred Walker 
Engraver Joseph Swain 
Source Text "Philip" by Wm Thackeray, from The Cornhill 
Magazine 
Size 17.2 x 12 cms 
Illustration appears on fp 641 




Illustration Title "Thanksgiving" 
Date 1862 
Illustrator Fred Walker 
Engraver Joseph Swain 
Source Text "Philip" by Wm Thackeray, from The Cornhill 
Magazine 
Size 17.3 x 12 cms 
Illustration appears on fp 217 
Notes Whole framed page 
481 
Illustration Title "Are cooks like ladies: Do they get to hate their 
lives sometimes? " 
Date 1862 
Illustrator Fred Walker 
Engraver Joseph Swain 
Source Text "The Story of Elizabeth", from The Cornhil! 
Magazine 
Size 16 x 11 cros 
Illustration appears on fp 623 
Notes Whole framed page 
482 
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Illustration appears on 
Notes 




"The Story of Elizabeth", 
Magazine 
10.3 x 16.5 cms 
fp 814 











Illustration appears on 
Notes 




"The Story of Elizabeth", 
Magazine 
10.8 x 16 cms 
fp 104 
Whole framed page 









Illustration appears on 
Notes 









Whole framed page 














"Maladetta", poem by William 
Cornhill Magazine 




Smith, from The 
Illustration Title "Arrival of the bride" 
Date 1863 
Illustrator Fred Walker 
Engraver Joseph Swain 
Source Text "Mrs Archie", a short story, anon., from The 
Cornhill Magazine 
Size 15.9 x 10.5 cms 
Illustration appears on fp 180 
Notes Whole framed page 
487 
Illustration Title "Horatia's first visit" 
Date 1863 
Illustrator Fred Walker 
Engraver Joseph Swain 
Source Text "Out of the world", from The Cornhill Magazine 
Size 15.5 x 11.1 cms 
Illustration appears on fp 366 








Illustration appears on 
Notes 






















The Cornhill Magazine 
11 x 16.1 cms 
fp 186 





Illustration Title "Little Denis dances and sings before the 
Naval gentlemen" 
Date 1864 
Illustrator Fred Walker 
Engraver Joseph Swain 
Source Text ""Denis Duval" by Wm Thackeray", from The 
Cornhill Magazine 
Size 15.1 x 10.1 cms 
Illustration appears on fp 261 
Notes Whole framed page 
491 
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Illustration Title "Last moments of the Count de Saverne" 
Date 1864 
Illustrator Fred Walker 
Engraver Joseph Swain 
Source Text "Denis Duval" by Wm Thackeray, from The 
Cornhill Magazine 
Size 16 x 11 cros 
Illustration appears on fp 385 
Notes Whole framed page 
492 
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Illustration Title "Evidence for the Defence" 
Date 1864 
Illustrator Fred Walker 
Engraver Joseph Swain 
Source Text "Denis Duval" by Wm Thackeray, from The 
Cornhill Magazine 
Size 15.5 x 11.4 cms 
Illustration appears on fp 513 
Notes Unframed 
493 
Illustration Title "Denis's Valet" 
Date 1864 
Illustrator Fred Walker 
Engraver Joseph Swain 
Source Text "Denis Duval" by Wm Thackeray, from The 
Cornhill Magazine 
Size 15.6 x 11 cms 








Illustration Title "Beamish and Catherine" 
Date 1866 
Illustrator Fred Walker 
Engraver Joseph Swain 
Source Text "The Village on the Cliff" by Wm Thackeray, 
from The Cornhill Magazine 
Size 10.3 x 15.7 cms 
Illustration appears on fp 129 
Notes Unframed full page 
495 
Illustration Title "Let us drink to the health of the absent" 
Date 1866 
Illustrator Fred Walker 
Engraver Joseph Swain 
Source Text "Village on the Cliff" by Wm Thackeray, from 
The Cornhill Magazine 
Size 10.4 x 15.9 cms 
Illustration appears on fp 487 









Illustration appears on 
Notes 




"Village on the Cliff" by Wm 
The Cornhill Magazine 
15.5 x 10.3 cms 
fp 513 















"Village on the Cliff" by Wm 
The Cornhill Magazine 
11.2 x 16.2 cms 
fp 641 









Illustration appears on 
Notes 




"Village on the Cliff" by Wm Thackeray, from 
The Cornhill Magazine 
10.4 x 15.8 cms 
fp 75 
Unframed full page 
499 
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Illustrator Fred Walker 
Engraver Joseph Swain 
Source Text Initial vignette to "Beauty and the Beast", from 
The Cornhill Magazine 
Size 7.5 x5 cms 















"Beauty and the Beast" 
Magazine 
10.3 x 15.7 cms 
fp 676 
Unframed full page 





Illustrator Fred Walker 
Engraver Joseph Swain 
Source Text Initial vignette to "Little Red riding Hood", from 
The Cornhill Magazine 
Size 7.5 x5 cms 














"Little Red Riding Hood". from 
Magazine 
10.4 x 15.7 cms 
fp 440 
Framed full page 
503 
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Illustration Title "Guy Griff iths" 
Date 1867 
Illustrator Fred Walker 
Engraver Joseph Swain 
Source Text "Jack the Giant Killer" initial vignette, from The 
Cornhill Magazine 
Size 7.5 x5 cms 













"Jack the Giant Killer", from 
Magazine 
10.3 x 15.7 cms 
fp 789 
Framed full page 
505 
The Cornhill 
Illustration Title "Waiting for Papa" 
Date 1868 
Illustrator Fred Walker 
Engraver Joseph Swain 
Source Text "Jack the Giant Killer", from The Cornhill 
Magazine 
Size 10 x 15.9 cms 
Illustration appears on fp 1 
Notes Unframed full page 
506 
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"I do not love you" 
















"From an Island", 
7.5x5cros 
p 610 















"From an Island" 
11.4 x 15.9 cms 
fp 610 
Edged, full page 







Illustration Title "Sola" 
Date 1869 
Illustrator Fred Walker 
Engraver Joseph Swain 
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Illustration Title "How dare you say such things of poor Jim, 
Grandpapa! " 
Date 1869 
Illustrator Fred Walker 
Engraver Joseph Swain 
Source Text From The Cornhill Magazine 
Size 10.2 x 15.8 cms 
Illustration appears on fp 102 

































"Out of the forest: a story of Hungary", from 
The Cornhill Magazine 
10.3 x 15.7 cms 
fp 189 

















"The Two Catherines" from The Cornhill 
Magazine 
16 x 10 cms 
Frontispiece 













"Beamish and Catherine, " 
Magazine 
16 x 10 cms 
Frontispiece 




Date September 1866 
Illustrator Fred Walker 
Engraver Joseph Swain 
Source Text "My Love in her Attire Doth Show her 
Wit, " The Cornhill Magazine 
Size 7.5 x 4.5 cms Illustration appears on p. 358 
Notes Initial letter to Chapter 6. The Village on 














"Dick and Reine, " The Cornhill Magazine 
15x10cros 
f. p. 25 
The Village on the Cliff, by Anne 
518 
Date November 1866 
Illustrator Fred Walker 
Engraver Joseph Swain 
Source Text "Plastic Circumstance, " The Cornhill 
Magazine 
Size 7.5 x 5cms 
Illustration appears on p. 25 
Notes Initial letter to Chapter 12. The Village 












"A Vacarme, " The Cornhill 
Magazine 
16x11 cms 
f. p. 31 













"In the Twilight at Lambswold, " 
Cornhill Magazine 
7.5 x 4.5 cms 
p. 31 
Initial letter to Chapter 15. The 














Illustration appears on 
Notes 




from Once a Week 
11.2 x 12.7 cms 
p 211 
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Illustration Title "Patty" 
Date 1862 
Illustrator Fred Walker 
Engraver Joseph Swain 
Source Text "Patty", by Dutton Cook, from Once a Week Size 9x 12.7 cms Illustration appears on p 127 Notes Unframed, set in text in centre of page 
522 
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Date 1862 
Illustrator Fred Walker 
Engraver Joseph Swain 
Source Text "Patty", by Dutton Cook, from Once a Week 
Size 11.2 x 12.7 cms 
Illustration appears on p 127 
Notes Framed, set in text in centre of page 
523 
















"The Prodigal Son", by Dutton Cook, 
Week 
11.2 x 12.7 cms 
p 127 
Framed, set in text 
524 
from Once a 
Date 1864 
Illustrator Fred Walker 
Engraver Joseph Swain 
Source Text "Oswald Cray", by Mrs Henry Wood, from 
Good Words 
Size 11.2 x 15.8 cms 
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"Oswald Cray", by Mrs Henry Wood, from 
Good Words 
15.2 x 11.4 cms 
fp 370 
Framed, full page 
526 
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Date 1864 
Illustrator Fred Walker 
Engraver Joseph Swain 
Source Text "Oswald Cray", by Mrs Henry Wood, from 
Good Words 
Size 11.3 x 15.7 cms 
Illustration appears on fp 129 












"Oswald Cray", by Mrs Henry Wood, from 
Good Words 
11.4 x 12.2 cms 
fp 202 
Framed, full page 
528 
Date 1864 
Illustrator Fred Walker 
Engraver Joseph Swain 
Source Text "Oswald Cray", by Mrs Henry Wood, from 
Good Words 
Size 11.5 x 11.9 cms 
Illustration appears on fp 286 
Notes Edged, full page 
529 
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Illustration Title "A Child in Prayer" 
Date 1862 
Illustrator Fred Walker 
Source Text "English Sacred Poetry of the Sixteenth, 
Seventeenth, Eighteenth and Nineteenth 
Centuries" 
Size not known 
Notes Unframed 
530 
Illustration Title "God knows all he does for the poor baby" 
Date 1862 
Illustrator Fred Walker 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text from "The Long voyage" by Charles Dickens, 
from "Reprinted Pieces" 
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Illustration Title "In the midsummer holidays"" 
Date 1862 
Illustrator Fred Walker 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text "The Schoolboy's Story", by Charles Dickens, 
from "Reprinted Pieces" 
Size 13.6 x9 cms 











Illustration Title "A Teacher's Knowledge and a Saviour's 
Ghost" 
Date 1864 
Illustrator Fred Walker 
Source Text "The Portrait of a Minister" by Thomas Ken, 
from English Sacred Poetry 
Size 13.8 x 10.2 cms 
Illustration appears on fp 184 
Notes Framed, full page 
533 
Illustration Title "Rain" 
Date 1866 
Illustrator Fred Walker 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text Anon poem, from Wayside Posies Size 16.2 x 13 cms Notes Framed, full page 
534 
Date 1866 
Illustrator Fred Walker 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text Poem "Spring Days" 
Dora Greenwell from 
Size 16.2 x 12 cms 
Notes Framed, full page 




Illustrator Fred Walker 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text Anon poem, "School", from Wayside Posies Size 15 x 12.5 cms Notes Framed, full page 
536 
Date 1866 
Illustrator Fred Walker 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text Anon poem, "The Bit O'Garden", from Wayside 
Posies 
Size 14.8 x 13.5 cms 
Notes Framed, full page 
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Date 1866 
Illustrator Fred Walker 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text Anon poem, "Our Little One", from Wayside 
Posies 
Size 16 x 12 cros Notes Framed, full page 
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Date 1866 
Illustrator Fred Walker 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text Anon poem, " One Mouth More", from Wayside 
Posies 
Size 11 x 13 cros 







Illustrator Fred Walker 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text Anon poem, " Where the Wind comes free", 
from Wayside Posies 
Size 15.5 x 12 cros 
Notes Framed, full+ page 
(Al 
Date 1865 
Illustrator Fred Walker 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text Poem "Summer Days" from" The Seasons", by 
Dora Greenwell, from A Round of Days Size 16 x 12 cros 
Illustration appears on p39 
Notes Framed, full page 
542 
Date 1865 
Illustrator Fred Walker 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text Poem "Autumn Days" from "The Seasons", by 
Dora Greenwell, from A Round of Days 
Size 15.5 x 12 cms 
Illustration appears on p41 
Notes Framed, full page 
543 
Date 1865 
Illustrator Fred Walker 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text Poem "Winter Days" from" The Seasons", by 
Dora Greenwell, from A Round of Days Size 16 x 12 cros Illustration appears on p 43 
Notes Framed, full page 
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Date 1879, reprint from 1867 
Illustrator Fred Walker 
Engraver Unknown 
Source Text Wm Thackeray "The English Humourists" 
1879 
Size 12.3 x 8.8 cms 




Illustrator Fred Walker 
Engraver Joseph Swain 
Source Text "Are Cooks like Ladies? " The Story of 
Elizabeth, by Anne Thackeray 
Size 15 x 10 cros 













The Story of Elizabeth 





Illustrator Fred Walker 
Engraver Joseph Swain 
Source Text "On the Top of the Hill, " The Story of 
Elizabeth, by Anne Thackeray 
Size 10.5. x 15.5 cms Illustration appears on f. P. 190 Notes Framed 
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Date 1867 
Illustrator Fred Walker 
Engraver Joseph Swain 
Source Text Untitled, The Story of Elizabeth, by Anne 
Thackeray 
Size 11 x 15.5 cms 





Illustrator Fred Walker 
Engraver Dalziel 
Source Text Poem by Tom Taylor "Broken Victuals", from 











prob. J Whymper 
"Recapture of the West Indiaman, " 
8.5 x 13 cms 
f. p. 45 











prob. J Whymper 
"A Friend in Need" 
9x 13 cms 
f. p. 174 












prob. J Whymper 
"The Guard Surprised" 
8.5 x 14 cms 
f. p. 299 












"Fishing on the Great Bahama Bank" 
9x 14 cms 
f. p. 356 











prob. J Whymper 
"The Visit to the Baron" 
8.5x13cros 
f. p. 420 
Tom Cringle's Log, by Michael Scott 
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Date 1862 
Illustrator Fred Walker 
Engraver prob. J Whymper 
Source Text "Effect of the Englishman's Small Beer" 
Size 8.5 x 13 cms 
Illustration appears on f. p. 472 












"Stopping a Runaway" 
9x13cros 
f. p. 499 
Tom Cringle's Log, by Michael Scott 
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